INITIAL SETTING SCREEN

PULSTAR

| FIGHTERS | 3 |
| CONTINUE | WITH |
| DEMO SOUND | WITH |
| HOW TO PLAY | WITH |
| DIFFICULTY | LEVEL 4 |
| CREDIT | WITH |
| LEVEL | WITH |
| 1UP SCORE | 300k/200k |

[HOW TO PLAY]
① Use the Joystick to move cursor to items you want to change.
② Press A Button to proceed to new settings and set selections. Press B Button to return to previous settings.

[PLAYER STOCK] Set numbers of fighters.

NORMAL SETTING

| 3 ~ 6 |

[CONTINUE] Set "CONTINUE" option.

NORMAL SETTING

| With → Without |

[DEMO SOUND] Set sound during demonstration screens.

NORMAL SETTING

| With → Without |

[HOW TO PLAY] Set the "How to Play" instructions at the beginning of the game.

NORMAL SETTING

| With → Without |

[DIFFICULTY] Select 1 of 8 difficulty settings.

Level 1 → Level 2 → Level 3 → Level 4 → Level 5 → Level 6 → Level 7 → Level 8※1/Easiest 8/Most difficult

[CREDIT] Set credit displays.

NORMAL SETTING

| With → Without |

[LEVEL] WITH OR WITHOUT DIFFICULTY DISPLAY

NORMAL SETTING

| With → Without |

[1UP SCORE] Select score for extra fighter.

※1 10k=10,000 points.

200k/200k → 300k/200k → 300k/300k → 400k/300k

NORMAL SETTING 300k/200k
SETTING UP THE SOFT DIP
ON THE MULTI VIDEO SYSTEM

1. TURN POWER ON.
2. PUSH THE TEST BUTTON INSIDE THE CABINET.
3. THE FOLLOWING SCREEN WILL APPEAR.

MOVE LEFT JOYSTICK UP/DOWN TO MOVE THE POINTER TO "SETTING UP THE
SOFT DIP". PRESS "A" BUTTON TO SET.

HARDWARE TEST
SETTING UP THE HARD DIP
SETTING UP THE SOFT DIP
BOOKKEEPING
SETTING UP THE CODE NUMBER
SETTING UP THE CALENDAR
EXIT

THE FOLLOWING SCREEN WILL BE DISPLAYED:

CABINET SET UP
SLOT 1 (GAME TITLE)
SLOT 2 (GAME TITLE)
SLOT 3 (GAME TITLE)
SLOT 4 (GAME TITLE)
SLOT 5 (GAME TITLE)
SLOT 6 (GAME TITLE)

4. SELECT THE GAME TITLE YOU WANT AND PRESS "A" BUTTON TO VIEW THE SOFT DIP
SETTING OF EACH INDIVIDUAL GAME.